Profile

Διαβάστε την ελληνική έκδοση
Hire shops Greece

KANK SA, set up in 1993, operates in the tool and equipment hire. More specific, it holds the
Master Franchise in Greece of the English company HSS – Hire Service Group Plc, based in
London, which is the market leader in the tool and equipment hire field with an international
network of more than 500 shops. Presently, KANK SA is operating fifteen (15) outlets all over
Greece, six (6) in Athens, five (5) in Thessaloniki and of two (2) in the island of Mytilini and the
city of Volos.
For our neighboring customers, or companies working on the greater Balkan area, in countries
such us Albania, Serbia, Romania, Bulgaria, FYROM, Turkey, etc. we organize direct shipments
with products available to them for hire in their territories. We cover your needs from our
headqaurters in Thessaloniki with our own transport.
If you are in search of any tools and equipment to hire, please contact us.
At Thessaloniki (our headqaurters): tel.: 0030 2310 551700 fax: 0030 2310 518481
There is a vast array of products for rent, all of them –being shown in our HSS-Hire shops
catalogue. You might also look at our website: www.hireshops.gr for the greek version of our
catalogue, or to www.hss.com for the English one, for more news and information about our
products and services as well as full shops listings.

SUPPLIER??? If you are a supplier click here for more information.
ΗSS-One call:
The hire resource for almost anything … anytime … anywhere, just by a simple call either in
Greece or abroad! Our dedicated team makes your wish seem real, as they will source your
plant and arrange your deliveries for whatever you are searching for!
HSS-Power:
The core of our activities is the specialized HSS-Power section, that manages and supplies over
than 400 generators, from 2 to 500 KVA, light towers, equipment for professional welder,
switchboards, control boards etc. Also KANK is the exclusive representative and distributor of
AKSA generators in Greece.
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The high standard mechanical and electrical service of all equipments, the extensive range of
products and the immediate response to your needs are our strong points that maintain our
policy and mission.
HSS-Lift & Shift:

This particular division is specialized in material handling and lifting gear hire equipment for the
construction industry, removal companies and industry in general. It can also operate a fleet of
platform and scissor lifts for powered access hire.
ΗSS-Event Ηire:
As far as the special events are concerned, throughout this division you have the possibility to
rent, purchase and receive on site whatever and wherever you wish, i.e. tents, seats,
air-coolers, fridges and many other specialties.
ΗSS-Safe & Sure:
This department delivers specialized instrumentation and safety equipment for work in confined
and hazardous zones (i.e. portable showers in case of a chemical raid, gas detectors, tracers
etc.). Experts are on call with numerous product advices and can arrange any sort of delivery
direct to your site.
ΗSS-Ground Care:
This division is exclusively applied to customers who are involved in the sector relative to the
growth and looking after the sports grounds, such as playfields, tennis courts, golf links, football
fields etc.
HSS-Training:
In case further explanation and details for lifts use is required or there is a necessity for
safety-training courses etc. our highly experienced course managers can ensure that attendees
surpass the relevant industry standards, by organizing seminars either on site or in our
headquarters.
HSS-Workshops:
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The experienced technical personnel of this division offers full repair to all machinery or
equipment, test and servicing facilities for customers own tools through any HSS outlet. We can
also replace your damaged machinery immediately with ours, till the total repair will be
completed.
Highly experienced personnel:
A highly experienced personnel, more than persons, is involved in all sectors relative to your
needs, i.e. engineers, mechanics, electrical engineers, fitters etc. Most of them are
post-educated in England and speak English. Fewer can also speak French or German.
Vehicle Fleet:
Under KANK SA ownership there are twenty-four (24) trucks, five (5) of them can carry lifts or
other supplementary, such as trailers, forks, platforms etc.
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